Devexperts cryptocurrency and digital asset solutions for brokerages and exchanges

CHALLENGES WE ADDRESS

• Scale the business for bigger client base while guaranteeing highest order rate and low latency
• Differentiate from the competition
• Improve user experience
• Improve on-boarding
• Integrate with third-party infrastructure
• Strengthen the valuation of your company
• Provide liquidity

we provide

• Cryptocurrency and digital asset trading platform
• Web and native mobile trading terminals
• Cryptocurrency exchange solutions
• Market data

CRYPTOCURRENCY AND DIGITAL ASSET TRADING PLATFORM

Our multi-asset trading platform dxTrade is based on the following components:

• Frontend:
  • Web, mobile, desktop, messenger
• Trading/dealing desk
• Pricing engine
• Order management system
• Charting
• CRM
• Gateways to exchanges
• Market data connectivity
WE OFFER
- White-labeling
- Source code licensing
- Custom development

WE SERVE
- Cryptocurrency brokers
- OTC brokers
- Cryptocurrency exchanges
- FinTech companies

SHORT TIME TO MARKET
- A branded turnkey solution in 4 to 6 weeks

WEB AND NATIVE MOBILE CRYPTOCURRENCY TRADING TERMINALS

MOBILE
- Full-fledged mobile technology for trading on-the-go
- Native mobile trading front-ends for iOS and Android for the best performance and user experience
- High performance and stability during low bandwidth mobile/Wi-Fi data switch
- Efficient processing and compression algorithms to speed up data handling

WEB
- Seamless integration into an existing broker’s infrastructure
- Functionality can be extended with external content and custom widgets
- Multiple devices support (desktop, tablet, mobile)

CRYPTOCURRENCY EXCHANGE SOLUTIONS
We offer a turnkey solution for deploying a cryptocurrency exchange. The white label cryptocurrency exchange has a modular structure, which allows for flexible customization and rapid implementation.

- Fast deployment due to turnkey solution ready for white-labeling
- Instant liquidity upon deployment through the connection of feeds from market makers
- High-speed order matching

CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET DATA
- Normalized real-time, delayed and historical market data
- All main cryptocurrencies data feeds from the top 20 cryptocurrency exchanges
- Direct connection for low latency and high throughput
- Flexible data management

WHY DEVEXPERS

17+ years we develop software for brokerages and exchanges
40+ delivered financial applications
6M+ traders use our technology daily
360° worldwide presence

OUR CLIENTS

LEARN MORE: https://devexperts.com/case-studies/
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